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A B S T R A C T

Ceramic composites were produced by combining the oxide materials Ca3Co4¡xO9þδ and La2NiO4þδ. Both
compounds were characterized by a plate-like crystal shape, but crystal sizes differed by around two orders of
magnitude. The composite materials could be successfully prepared by using uniaxial pressing of powder mixtures
and pressureless sintering to a porous ceramic. Possible reactions between both materials during sintering were
analyzed. The ceramic composites with low amounts of La2NiO4þδ showed enhanced thermoelectric properties,
caused by an increasing power factor and simultaneously decreasing thermal conductivity. For the evaluation of
the thermoelectric properties, two different types of Ioffe plots were utilized. The maximum figure-of-merit zT at
1073 K was 0.27 for the pure Ca3Co4¡xO9þδ as well as for the sample containing 5 wt% La2NiO4þδ. However, the
average ZT in the temperature range of 373 K to 1073 K could be increased by 20% for the composite material.
1. Introduction

1.1. Thermoelectric energy conversion

In the light of limited resources, energy harvesting is a topic with
increasing importance. A promising option is the conversion of wasted
thermal energy into electrical energy via thermoelectric generators.
However, the efficiency and performance of the latest thermoelectric
materials still require further research to allow widespread application.
There are various material classes such as tellurides [1], half-Heusler
compounds [2], Zintl phases [3], polymers [4], oxides [5], oxy-
selenides [6] and many more, which all have their advantages and dis-
advantages with respect to efficiency, energy conversion, chemical
stability, application temperature or toxicity. Especially the working
temperature and atmosphere are usually important criterions when
choosing the proper thermoelectric materials for an application. For
high-temperature applications with working conditions in air, the
chemical stability of the used materials can be challenging. However,
oxides typically show high temperature stability in air and especially the
p-type cobalt oxide Ca3Co4¡xO9þδ (CCO) also shows remarkable ther-
moelectric properties based on its layered structure [5,7]. CCO is stable
up to approximately 1200 K under air [8,9] and has a monoclinic crystal
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structure built up from two incommensurate subsystems [10]. One sub-
system contains CoO2 as a misfit-layered CdI2 structure type and the
other subsystem consists of three Ca2CoO3 units as a layered cutout of the
rock-salt type. Both subsystems alternate along the shared c-axis with
same a and distinct b lattice parameters [11].

To discuss the performance of thermoelectric materials, some
fundamental parameters appearing in the thermoelectric material tensor
of Eq. (1) are indispensable [12–14].
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The thermoelectric energy conversion of a thermoelectric material
with a cross-sectional area A and a length L relies on the coupling of
currents of electrical charge Iq and entropy IS. Under the assumption of
constant gradients, the electrical potential difference Δϕ and the tem-
perature difference ΔTmay cause a thermally-induced electrical current,
which is dependent on the three material parameters: the isothermal
electrical conductivity σ, the Seebeck coefficient α and the electrically
open-circuited entropy conductivity Λ. The entropy conductivity is
directly related to the open-circuited heat conductivity λ via Eq. (2), and
both can be addressed by the term thermal conductivity [15]. The ther-
moelectric parameters all reappear in Eq. (2), where the performance of a
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thermoelectric material is given by the figure-of-merit zT.

zT ¼ σ � α2

λ
� T ¼ σ � α2

Λ
¼ PF

Λ
(2)

One advantage of using the more fundamental entropy conductivity is
making the figure-of-merit explicitly dependent on all three material
parameters but only implicitly on temperature [14]. While the zT de-
scribes the maximum energy conversion efficiency, the power factor
PF ¼ σ � α2 is proportional to the maximum electrical power output of a
thermoelectric material. Both quantities are important to describe the
thermoelectric performance of a material [15].
1.2. Thermoelectric composites

Composite materials can combine specific single phase properties into
a superior heteromaterial. The influence of introducing one or multiple
phases to a main matrix material is highly dependent on the chosen
materials. In general, the introduction of heterointerfaces can affect the
mean-free path of phonons and hence the thermal conductivity [16–18].
Material combinations comprising organic polymers and inorganic ma-
terials showed success in increasing the Seebeck coefficient of the system
significantly [19–21]. Other composites introduce carbon nanotubes to
benefit from a higher electrical conductivity [22,23]. Regarding CCO, the
addition of Ag inclusions has shown beneficial effects on the thermo-
electric performance [24–26]. Furthermore, adding polymers to gain a
triple-phase CCO/Ag/polymer composite could reduce the thermal con-
ductivity considerably, but the material combination made proper sin-
tering difficult [27]. Another composite consisting of the three phases
CCO, NaxCoO2 and Bi2Ca2Co2O9 was gained by using high dopant levels
of Na and Bi during the synthesis [28]. This composite benefitted from
similar layered crystal structures of the components and resulted in an
increased power factor. It also shows the benefits of combining doping
and composite materials, which was also investigated for Ag doping and
Ag inclusions by Wang et al. [29]. Generally, doping is a powerful in-
strument for improving thermoelectric properties of CCO. The currently
best figure-of-merit zT for polycrystalline CCOwas reached by Saini et al.
[30] with 0.74 at 800 K by Tb doping. Some other promising doping
elements leading to improved thermoelectric properties are Bi [31], Ag
[29], Fe [32], Eu [33] or Lu [34]. A zT value of 0.87 at 973 K was reached
for the single-crystalline material [35], but polycrystalline materials are
preferred in terms of synthesis effort.

Regarding the thermoelectric properties of a two-phase composite,
Bergman et al. stated some theoretical limits [36]. While the
figure-of-merit shall not be able to exceed the zT value of the pure single
components, this is not applicable for the power factor [37]. However,
these studies were made before the more recent development regarding
influences on the nanoscale. Furthermore, partial reactions between the
components may lead to a multiphase system, which impair the validity
of these statements in that case.

Within this study, the combination of CCO and La2NiO4þδ (LNO) to
CCO/LNO ceramic composites was investigated. While most research on
CCO focuses on thermoelectrics, the mixed ionic-electronic conductivity
and dielectric properties of LNO make it interesting for several potential
applications in microelectronics, gas separation membranes or catalysis
[38–40]. It is a p-type material with a moderate Seebeck coefficient of
approximately 50 μV K�1 at 1273 K, which can increase significantly in
dependence of oxygen partial pressure and hole doping [41,42]. The heat
conductivity decreases with temperature and is about 5.5 W m�1 K�1 at
1000 K [43] while the electrical conductivity can reach values up to 200 S
cm�1 [44]. The structure of LNO comprises LaO rock-salt layers and
LaNiO3 perovskite layers, which alternate along the c-axis [45,46].
Therefore, both mixing components are characterized by layered struc-
tures and anisotropic transport properties, making it important to combine
the properties in the same direction. The good electrical conductivity and
the shared p-type conductivity make the LNO suitable as a mixing partner
2

within a CCO matrix. As high sintering temperatures were used, reactions
between the CCO and LNO phases are possible and were investigated. The
aim of preparing the CCO/LNO ceramic composites was the increasement
of the thermoelectric properties in comparison to pure CCO. To evaluate
these properties, two different Ioffe plots regarding the power factor and
the entropy conductivity were used [15,47].

2. Experimental

2.1. Materials

Two different oxide powders were used to produce ceramic oxide
composites. The calcium cobalt oxide Ca3Co4¡xO9þδ (CCO) powder was
purchased from CerPoTech (Tiller, Norway). The lanthanum nickelate
La2NiO4þδ (LNO) was synthesized by introducing oxide mixtures of
La2O3 and NiO into an alumina crucible with NaOH pellets, followed by
heating at 673 K for 8 h with a heating rate of 10 K min�1. The mixture
was cooled to room temperature and washed with distilled water and
acetone. Since the LNO is based on a previous work, more detailed in-
formation about the synthesis process can be found there [38]. Com-
posites of CCO and LNO were synthesized by mixing the powders in the
respective weight ratios of 99:1, 95:5, 90:10, 80:20 and 60:40 to a total
weight of 1 g. The mixture was ground in an agate mortar for approxi-
mately 15 min and uniaxially pressed in a 16 mm die with 250 MPa at
room temperature. Afterwards, pressureless sintering to ceramic samples
was processed at 1173 K for 10 h with a heating and cooling rate of 2 K
min�1 under air. For thermoelectric measurements, the sintered disks
were cut into bars with a length of 10 mm by using a precision vertical
diamond wire saw from O’Well model 3242.
2.2. Analysis of microstructure

To investigate the phase purity of used powders and gained ceramics,
X-ray diffraction (XRD, Bruker AXS GmbH, Bruker D8 Advance) mea-
surements were operated in a step-scan mode between 10∘ and 80∘ 2θ
with a step size of 0.01∘ and 1 s per step without sample rotation. Cu-Kα

radiation was used at 40 kV and 40 mA. Powder diffraction data for
identification and comparison within this work are used for the com-
pounds Ca3Co4¡xO9þδ (Miyazaki et al. [11], monoclinic, a ¼ 4:834 Å,
b1 ¼ 2:824�A, b2 ¼ 4:558�A, c ¼ 10:844 Å), Ca3Co2O6 (PDF:
[01-089-0630], rhombohedral, a ¼ 9:079 Å, c ¼ 10:381 Å), Co3O4 (PDF:
[01-073-1701], cubic, a ¼ 8:084 Å), La2NiO4þδ (PDF: [01-078-2186],
tetragonal, a ¼ 5:502 Å, c ¼ 12:504 Å), La(Co,Ni)O3 (PDF:
[00-054-0834], rhombohedral, a ¼ 5:465 Å, c ¼ 13:125 Å). The incom-
mensurate structure of CCO required the approach of a four-dimensional
superspace group for indexing the X-ray and electron diffraction patterns.
Therefore, the superspace group Cm (0 1 - p 0) (equivalent to Bm (0 0 γ)
No. 8.3) was applied in accordance with literature [11,48,49].

A field-emission scanning eletron microscope (SEM, JEOL JSM-
6700F) was used for micrographs at 2 kV and elemental mappings at
15 kV with the equipped energy dispersive X-ray spectrometer (EDXS,
Oxford Instruments, INCA-200). In-depth analysis of the composition was
accomplished by a field-emission transmission electron microscope
(TEM, JEOL JEM-2100F-UHR), which was also equipped with an EDXS
(Oxford Instruments, INCA-300). Scanning TEM (STEM), high-resolution
TEM (HRTEM) and selected area electron diffraction (SAED) were made
at 200 kV. Density and porosity of the sintered disks were determined by
the Archimedesmethod (ISO 5018:1983). Isopropanol was used as a fluid
and density values were averaged for three different disks resulting in
deviations of up to 2%.
2.3. Analysis of thermoelectric properties

Measurements of the electrical conductivity σ, the Seebeck coefficient
α and the heat conductivity λ were realized with respect to temperature



Fig. 1. Composition and density of the CCO/LNO ceramic composites after
sintering. a) Background-corrected and normalized XRD patterns of the matrix
material CCO and the composites with indexed reflections for the CCO and the
phases of reaction sintering Ca3Co2O6 and La(Co,Ni)O3. Reflections of CCO were
indexed with the four-dimensional superspace group approach [11]. b) Densities
of the CCO and the composites determined by Archimedes method. The bulk
density shows a linear dependency on the added amount of LNO.
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dependency and orientation of the samples. The sintered ceramics were
cut into bars (10 mm, 2 mm, 1.6 mm) to measure the electrical con-
ductivity and the Seebeck coefficient perpendicular to the pressing di-
rection. The measurement of the electrical conductivity was
accomplished by a 4-point probe method at equilibrium conditions
within a horizontal three-heating-zone tube furnace from Carbolite Gero
EVZ 12/450B. To measure the Seebeck coefficient, a ProboStat A setup
from NorECs with a vertical furnace from Elite Thermal Systems Ltd. at
equilibrium conditions was used. Measurements were done with
KEITHLEY multimeters and gained data processed by using Lab VIEW
software. Equilibrium conditions were reached by heating the samples to
1073 K and measuring downwards with set up heating plateaus every
100 K. A laser flash setup LFA 1000 from Linseis with an InSb detector
was used to measure the thermal diffusivity D under an oxygen-helium
mixed atmosphere (80% He, 20% O2). Test measurements without oxy-
gen partial pressure resulted in a decomposition of CCO between 773 K
and 873 K [50], wherefore the mixture was necessary to gain reliable
data. Values for the heat capacity of CCO were taken from a former
publication [28] and the CCO/LNO ceramic composites were measured
in relation to the CCO. Two different sample orientations as perpendic-
ular and parallel to the pressing direction were investigated. The mea-
surements perpendicular to the pressing direction were conducted up to
573 K. The limitation in temperature was caused by the used lamellar
graphite holder from Linseis, which is not stable in an oxidic atmosphere
at high temperatures. For using the lamellar holder, cut bars were rotated
by 90∘ and aligned. The utilization of the holder was essential and
enabled measurements of the thermal diffusivity in the same direction as
the electrical conductivity and the Seebeck coefficient and therefore a
determination of figure-of-merit zT. Values of thermal diffusivity above
573 K with orientation perpendicular to the pressing direction were
estimated by calculating polynomial fits for the measurements parallel to
the pressing direction. As these parallel measurements were conducted in
the full temperature range of 373 K–1073 K, their fits were transferred to
the measurements in the other direction assuming similar trends.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Ceramic composite: microstructure

For obtaining the ceramic composites, two different oxide powders
consisting of Ca3Co4¡xO9þδ (CCO) and La2NiO4þδ (LNO) were used.
Phase purity and crystal shape of these compounds have been confirmed
by powder XRD patterns and SEM micrographs (compare Fig. S1). The
CCO showed 30 nm thin sheets with extensions about 200–500 nm and
the LNO large plate-like or cuboidal particles with several microns in
size. The XRD patterns showed the reflections of the desired phases with
negligible impurities of Co3O4 in case of the CCO.

Regarding the CCO/LNO ceramic composites after sintering, the XRD
patterns are displayed in Fig. 1a. For a more precise comparison, enlarged
graphs are given in Fig. S2. No additional reflections could be detected
for the samples with up to 10 wt% LNO, but for 20 wt% and 40 wt% LNO
reflections of Ca3Co2O6 and the perovskite phase La(Co,Ni)O3 became
apparent. Together with the lack of La2NiO4þδ reflections in all samples,
this indicates a reaction between CCO and LNO has occurred. The density
measurements in Fig. 1b show a bulk density of 2.94 g cm�3 for pure
CCO, which results in a relative density of 63% in comparison to the
theoretical density of 4.68 g cm�3 [51]. The bulk density of the ceramic
composites increased linearly with the added amount of LNO, which can
be explained by the higher density of 7.32 g cm�3 for LNO or 7.23 g cm�3

for LaNiO3. By extrapolating the linear fit to 100% LNO, it does not reach
a value of dense LNO, because higher sintering temperatures of at least
1473 K would be required [52], but CCO decomposes at temperatures
above roughly 1200 K in air [8,9].

To examine the absence of LNO reflections in the XRD patterns after
sintering, SEM-EDXS analysis of the sample with 5 wt% LNO was done.
Fig. 2 shows the microstructural characterization of a single LNO particle
3

inside the CCO matrix (compare Fig. S3 for an overview of the LNO
distribution). Concerning the elemental distributions in Fig. 2d–h several
things are worth highlighting. First of all, the lanthanum is solely located
within the original LNO particle and did not diffuse into the CCO matrix.
Cobalt on the other hand did penetrate the LNO particles and some
cobalt-nickel inclusions are visible as well. Depending on the penetration
depth from the polishment, these inclusions could also be located at the
surface of the particle. This assumption is encouraged by the same cobalt-
nickel rich phase surrounding the particle. The calcium is mainly located
within the CCO matrix. With the knowledge from the XRD patterns, the
newly formed La(Co,Ni)O3 has to be located within the LNO particle and
the Ca3Co2O6 most likely in its vicinity. The formation of La(Co,Ni)O3 is
confirmed by comparing the La:Ni ratio before and after the sintering by
a quantitative EDXS analysis. A detailed description of the investigated
areas and resulting elemental compositions is given in Fig. S4. Before
sintering the ratio was about 2:1 as confirmed by previous studies [38],
but afterwards it changed significantly to 2:0.7. Interestingly, the La:Co
ratio even reached a value of 2:1.5, wherefore the La:(Co,Ni) ratio is
roughly 1 and therefore matching to the perovskite compound. The loss
of Ni within the particle could also be the reason for the formation of the
cobalt-nickel rich phase, which was not detected by XRD and needs



Fig. 2. Cross-sectional SEM-EDXS analysis of the 5 wt% LNO sample after sintering showing a single LNO plate-like crystal embedded in a CCO matrix. a) Overlay
EDXS mapping and corresponding SEM micrograph summarizing the results from c-h. b) Backscattered-electron (BSE) micrograph showing the elemental contrasts. c)
SEM micrograph as basis for EDXS analysis. d-h) Elemental distributions of the respective elements Ca, Co, La, Ni and O. Note, for the oxygen distribution shading
effects are visible, caused by surface irregularities.
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further analysis provided by TEM measurements in the following.
Firstly, the CCO matrix within the 5 wt% LNO sample was investi-

gated by TEM and its results can be seen in Fig. 3. The STEMmicrographs
in Fig. 3a and b shows lamellar contrasts, which are attributed to stacking
faults. The EDXSmapping in Fig. 3c shows a homogeneous distribution of
calcium and cobalt and therefore no unwanted inclusions. The HRTEM
micrograph in Fig. 3d shows stacked layers, fitting to the layered struc-
ture of CCO along the c-axis. The stacking faults become apparent in the
SAEDs of Fig. 3e–g along the [1100] zone axis. The SAED pattern be-
comes distinct when a single lamella is investigated in Fig. 3e, but at the
interface of the lamellae the reflections of the [1100] zone axis also
appear. This is typical for microtwins, where the stacking order is
inversed [53]. A direct comparison between the experimental and the
simulated SAED patterns for the microtwin is given in Fig. 3g and h. The
resulting orientation relationship between the two grains called A and B
is therefore [1100]A k [1100]B ^ (0010)A ^ (0010)B. This characteristic
was found frequently within the sample and is to our best knowledge not
yet reported for CCO. It is most likely attributed to the synthesis tech-
nique, wherefore it could not be further influenced. The investigation of
the matrix shows the CCO being unimpaired from the LNO as long as its
not in direct contact with it.

Secondly, the CCO-LNO interface has been analyzed via STEM, EDXS
and SAED, shown in Fig. 4a–e. The EDXS analysis confirms the results
4

from the SEM in terms of cobalt diffusing into the LNO. Since CCO is the
only possible cobalt source within the composite, the CCO has to
decompose into Ca3Co2O6 by releasing CoO and O2 [54,55]. Surpris-
ingly, not only the direct interface but the whole LNO particle shows
significant amounts of cobalt. This explains the disappearing XRD re-
flections of LNO and the appearing reflections of La(Co,Ni)O3 discussed
formerly in Fig. 1a. As the oxidation state of Ni is increased in La(Co,Ni)
O3 compared to La2NiO4þδ, the involvement of atmospheric oxygen is
likely. Furthermore, the polycrystalline nature of the La(Co,Ni)O3/LNO
particles become evident by looking at the SAEDs of Fig. 4d and e. While
some distinct patterns could be detected for La(Co,Ni)O3 and LNO along
the [001] zone axis, several other reflections are visible as well. This
means the introduction of cobalt into the LNO led to a breakdown of the
original crystal structure and the formation of a polycrystalline system
with La(Co,Ni)O3 as the main phase and LNO as a minor phase existing
next to each other. Another phase needing clarification from Fig. 2 is the
nickel-cobalt rich phase. In Fig. 4f–i, this phase could be identified as NiO
with high amounts of Co, resulting in (Ni,Co)O with a Ni:Co ratio of 1:0.6
based on the EDXS analysis. The phase was located close to the LNO
particles, but not at the direct interface of CCO-LNO, which means it
could be caused by nanocrystalline NiO particles on the compound LNO,
which were not detectable by XRD. A more reasonable explanation
supported by the EDXS results of Fig. 2 is the formation of NiO as a result
of the reduced La:Ni ratio within La(Co,Ni)O3 in comparison to LNO. The



Fig. 3. Cross-sectional TEM characterization of the CCO matrix within the sample of 5 wt% LNO. a,b) STEM annular dark-field micrographs showing lamellar
contrasts and the SAED scanning area size. c) EDXS mapping of the CCO to prove the homogeneous distribution of the elements Ca and Co. d) High-resolution TEM
highlighting the stacking of the layered structure at the grain boundary. e) SAED pattern of the [1100] zone axis with given Laue indices. f) SAED pattern at the grain
boundary, which shows reflections along the [1100] and [1100] zone axes, indicating microtwins. g) Enlarged and rotated SAED pattern of f) for an easy comparison
with the simulated pattern in h). h) Simulated SAED patterns of the [1100] and [1100] zone axes. i) Resulting orientation relationship at the grain boundary. Re-
flections of CCO were indexed with the four-dimensional superspace group approach [11].
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segregated Ni could therefore be responsible for the NiO formation in the
vicinity of the original LNO particles.

Summarizing the results from XRD, SEM, EDXS and TEM the reaction
scheme given in Fig. 5 can be derived. The CCO in vicinity of the LNO
partially decomposes to Ca3Co2O6, CoO and O2 during the sintering
process at 1173 K. Usually, this decomposition of CCO only occurs at
temperatures exceeding roughly 1200 K [8,9,54], wherefore the pres-
ence of LNO seems conditional. The LNO on the other hand reacted
mainly to the perovskite La(Co,Ni)O3 and (Ni,Co)O. The formation of the
perovskite is associated with an oxidation of the Ni in LNO and a struc-
tural change. The structural change from LNO to higher
Ruddlesden-Popper phases (Lanþ1NinO3nþ1 with n> 1) is not yet fully
understood [56,57]. However, the formation of the perovskite from LNO
is proven to be possible as demonstrated by Adachi et al. [58] for
post-sintering oxidation, where a high partial pressure of O2 and addi-
tional NiO was necessary. Hence, the oxygen and the CoO formed by the
5

decompositon of CCO as well as the high porosity of the system could
play an important role. The La:Ni ratio in the perovskite requires more Ni
or less La in comparison to the LNO. The EDXS results showed that excess
La was compensated with the introduction of Co and some Ni even
segregated from the compound. The presence of (Ni,Co)O could be a
result of the segregated Ni and the formed CoO.

3.2. Ceramic composite: thermoelectric properties

The analysis of the microstructure in section 3.1 confirmed the
presence of several phases within the CCO/LNO ceramic composites,
namely CCO, LNO, La(Co,Ni)O3, Ca3Co2O6 and marginal (Ni,Co)O. Their
overall influence on the thermoelectric properties was determined by
measuring the electrical conductivity σ, Seebeck coefficient α and heat
conductivity λ of the CCO/LNO ceramic composites in Fig. 6.

Beginning with the electrical conductivity in Fig. 6a, increasing



Fig. 4. Cross-sectional TEM characterization of the LNO-CCO interface and the Ni-rich phase within the sample of 5 wt% LNO. a,b) STEM annular dark-field mi-
crographs of a large plate-like LNO grain surrounded by CCO. c) EDXS mapping of the CCO-LNO interface showing the homogeneous introduction of Co into the LNO.
d,e) SAED patterns of the [001] zone axes of La(Co,Ni)O3 and LNO with various different patterns indicating a polycrystalline material. f) SAED pattern of the Ni-rich
phase NiO along the [101] zone axis. g,h) STEM annular dark-field micrographs of the NiO surrounded by CCO matrix. i) EDXS mapping of the NiO with no signs of Ni
transport into the CCO.
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values were measured for the 1–10 wt% LNO samples in comparison to
CCO. At 1073 K the highest value of 76 S cm�1 was reached by the 5 wt%
LNO composite, which is 17% higher than of CCO, but with further
increasing amounts of LNO the electrical conductivity diminished. The
improved values can be explained by the occurrence of the La(Co,Ni)O3
phase, which is known for its comparatively high electrical conductivity
[59]. The decreasing values after 5 wt% LNO could be caused by an
unfavorable ratio of CCO to LNO leading to more contacts between LNO
particles and more incomplete reactions. A deeper insight on the tem-
perature dependency of the electrical conductivity is given in Fig. S5 in
terms of an Arrhenius plot. A comparison of the activation energies of the
electronic transport showed a general increase with higher amounts of
LNO and a significant rise for the samples with 20 wt% and 40 wt% LNO.
This means the transport behavior becomes more sensitive to tempera-
ture with increasing amounts of LNO. The nearly unchanged activation
energy for the 1 wt% and 5wt% samples couldmean that low amounts do
not hinder the electronic transport and can even be beneficial concerning
6

the electrically conductive La(Co,Ni)O3 phase. A
metallic-to-semiconducting transition at roughly 600 K was also noticed,
which corresponds to reported values for CCO [60,61]. The Seebeck
coefficient in Fig. 6b is usually inversely coupled with the electrical
conductivity and is decreasing for all the CCO/LNO ceramic composites.
This is caused by the lower Seebeck coefficients of the additional phases
besides CCO. While LNO is also a p-type material, undoped LaNiO3 is an
n-type material with low negative Seebeck coefficients. Although, by
substituting Ni with Co as it is the case here, the perovskite material
becomes p-type and fits better with the CCO [59]. The reaction product
Ca3Co2O6 on the other hand has a higher Seebeck coefficient than the
CCO but a lower electrical conductivity [62,63]. The combination of
electrical conductivity and Seebeck coefficient results in the power factor
shown in Fig. 6c. The 1 wt% and 5 wt% LNO samples both show a higher
power factor while higher amounts of LNO lead to lower values. This
means in both cases the increase in electrical conductivity overweighed
the decrease of the Seebeck coefficient. For a complete picture of the



Fig. 5. Reaction scheme for the reaction sintering. The matrix CCO partially
decomposes and the LNO mainly reacts to La(Co,Ni)O3 and (Ni,Co)O.
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thermoelectric properties, the heat conductivity λ is displayed in Fig. 6d.
Overall, the heat conductivities of all measured samples are relatively
low, which can be attributed to their high porosity [64]. The 1 wt% and
5 wt% samples show a decreased heat conductivity for temperatures
below 873 K and 973 K respectively, while for the 10 wt% sample the
values did deviate only slightly with the temperature and stay around the
best value of CCO at 1073 K. This results in better average values for the
CCO/LNO ceramic composites in comparison to CCO concerning the
temperature range. Note that the values of λ above 573 K were fitted to
the measurements parallel to the pressing direction, because the
oxygen-helium atmosphere did not allow higher temperatures with the
used setup (compare Fig. S6). A comparison of measurements in both
7

directions from the literature validates this method, as the temperature
dependent trend is comparable [65,66]. The fact that all measured values
for the heat conductivity parallel and perpendicular to the pressing di-
rection differ proves anisotropy to some extent within the ceramic sam-
ples and the importance of combining the thermoelectric properties with
the same direction.

The overall picture of the thermoelectric properties perpendicular to
the pressing direction including two different Ioffe plots and the figure-
of-merit zT is given in Fig. 7. The type-I Ioffe plot in Fig. 7a shows the
power factor against the electrical conductivity. By this portrayal, the
reason for the increased power factors of the 1 wt% and 5 wt% LNO
samples gets obvious as the electrical conductivity increases. The type-II
Ioffe plot in Fig. 7b on the other hand shows the thermal properties in
terms of entropy conductivity Λ against the electrical conductivity. The
minimum value of CCO could not be lowered in the ceramic composites,
but the decreasing maximum value resulted in a better average value.
The figure-of-merit zT is the combination of power factor and entropy
conductivity and displayed in Fig. 7c as a function of the temperature.
The 1 wt% LNO sample showed a higher power factor, but the increased
entropy conductivity at 973 K and 1073 K led to a lower maximum zT
than the CCO. The even higher power factor and slightly lower entropy
conductivity of the 5 wt% LNO sample led to a similar maximum zT of
0.27 as the CCO. At the same time, the average zT was increased
significantly by about 20% from 473 K to 1073 K. The average and
maximum zT of the 10 wt% sample both decrease in comparison to CCO
due to the shrinking power factor. Overall, the maximum zT could not be
increased by the CCO/LNO ceramic composites, but a significantly higher
average value was reached by the 5 wt% LNO sample for a temperature
range of 373 K to 1073 K.

4. Conclusions

The combination of undoped Ca3Co4¡xO9þδ and La2NiO4þδ in
ceramic composites with varying ratios was investigated with respect to
Fig. 6. Thermoelectric properties of the
CCO/LNO ceramic composites perpendicular
to the pressing direction in dependence on
temperature with standard deviations. a)
Electrical conductivity σ with increased
values for the 1 wt% and 5 wt% LNO samples
in comparison to CCO. b) Seebeck coefficient
α with decreasing values for all ceramic
composites. c) Power factor with increased
values for the 1 wt% and 5 wt% LNO sam-
ples. d) Heat conductivity λ with increased
values at high temperatures and decreased
values at lower temperatures for the ceramic
composites. Values above 573 K for the heat
conductivity were gained by transferring fits
and error bars for measurements parallel to
the pressing direction (see Fig. S4).



Fig. 7. Ioffe plots with 100 K temperature steps and figure-of-merit zT of the
CCO/LNO ceramic composites. a) Type-I Ioffe plot with the power factor against
the electrical conductivity σ. The samples with 1 wt% and 5 wt% LNO show a
higher power factor than the CCO. b) Type-II Ioffe plot with the entropy con-
ductivity Λ against the electrical conductivity σ. No composite has a lower en-
tropy conductivity in comparison to CCO, but the overall range diminishes. c)
Combined power factor and entropy conductivity in figure-of-merit zT against
the temperature. The 5 wt% LNO sample shows the best properties with an
increased average ZT in the temperature range of 373 K to 1073 K.
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the thermoelectric properties. The choice of undoped Ca3Co4¡xO9þδ

enabled the determination of reasons for changing thermoelectric prop-
erties, but future research could include a doped matrix or additional
phases for possible improvements. Microstructure analysis by XRD, SEM,
EDXS and TEM showed both compounds reacting with each other during
the sintering, resulting in the partial formation of Ca3Co2O6 and
La(Co,Ni)O3. The matrix material without contact to La2NiO4þδ was
apparently not influenced and showed microtwins as stacking faults. The
power factor of the 1 wt% and 5 wt% La2NiO4þδ composites were
improved despite a diminishing Seebeck coefficient, because of the
increased electrical conductivity resulting from the La(Co,Ni)O3 phase.
Thermal conductivity of these samples was not lowered at higher tem-
peratures, but the average value was improved. This resulted in a similar
maximum figure-of-merit zT of 0.27 for the best composite with 5 wt%
La2NiO4þδ in comparison to pure Ca3Co4¡xO9þδ, but the average ZT in
the temperature range of 373 K to 1073 K could be increased by about
20%.
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